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THE 11-SQUARE: THE TOUCHSTONE OF ALL PROPHECY

INTRODUCTION
This document presents very advanced spiritual truth. To grasp the 11-Square the reader must
understand all the spiritual numbers from 1 to 121 and beyond. This will mean studying the number
maps presented on our website and meditating deeply on what those numbers signify and how like
chimes they group into themes and make music together. At a minimum the reader ought to carefully
study our documents on the 3-Square (God’s Grace), the 5-Square (Forgiveness of Sins), and the 7Square (Time of the End). All these documents, the maps and the square studies, set the foundation.
For convenience, an Appendix of number meanings is provided at the end of this document. This is not
to ignore the benefit of the study of the rest of God’s revelation in Scripture and in the stars in assisting
the reader to not merely grasp concepts, but to receive insight through the Holy Spirit into all truth.
Like hidden treasure, the one who digs into the deeper things of God will find a blessing. God said to
Ezekiel ‘Son of Man, eat this scroll… so I ate it and it tasted sweet as honey.’ (Ezekiel 3:3)
The number 11 means “Mystery”. When we square the number 11 its meaning becomes more
intense: “Mystery of Mysteries”. We propose in this paper that the 11-Square is the touchstone of all
prophecy. We will go so far as to say, we believe the 11-Square was known to prophets of old. They
meditated upon it and God revealed to them messages which they proclaimed to the people. We are
not saying every prophet of old knew the 11-Square, but we will present evidence in this paper that
the major prophets knew it so well they could speak with authority based on the meanings it held.1
The number 121 = 11 x 11 means “Watchman”. God said to Ezekiel ‘Son of Man, I have made you a
watchman for the house of Israel; so hear the word I speak and give them warning from me.’ (Ezekiel
3:17). The spiritual number for ‘Son of Man’ is 120; for ‘Watchman’ is 121; and for ‘City of Peace’ is
122. When we go to the 11-Square we are entering the dark places where the prophets of God of old
trod. The word ‘Watchman’ is associated with night: ‘The burden of Dumah. Someone calls to me from
Seir: Watchman, what is left of the night? Watchman, what is left of the night?’ (Isaiah 21:11). In
nighttime there is darkness. Darkness speaks to us of a mystery human eyes can’t see. This is the
place where the prophet listens and watches for the message from God. So much of prophecy has
already been revealed. The question for the prophet of today is the same as it was in the time of
Isaiah: ‘What is left of the night?’ Exactly where are we in the prophetic time-line of history? What is
yet to come? This is the role of the Watchman. When we meditate on the touchstone of all prophecy,
we recognize in it all the prophecies that have already been uttered. May God grant his watchman of
our day fresh revelation for the world and the people of God as we eat the scroll (the 11-Square).
1

We are not saying the 11-Square was the only source of inspiration of prophets of old. They saw visions for example.
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THE SCROLL
(The author is smiling broadly as he writes this). Many of you read my words in the last paragraph:
“May God grant his watchman of our day fresh revelation for the world and the people of God as we
eat the scroll (the 11-Square)”. You are thinking ‘when God spoke to Ezekiel to eat the scroll – he
meant a writing on a parchment – not the 11-Square!’. Well, actually, what was written on the scroll is
not revealed. All we know is Ezekiel ate it, it was sweet in his mouth, and after eating the scroll he
prophesied. What was on the scroll itself is something not recorded in Scripture. The writing on the
scroll is a mystery. Ha! A clue! The number for ‘Mystery’ is 11! The scroll was, if not square then
rectangular. It was a rectangle filled with 11 – a mystery. We are closer to uncovering the truth.
The apostle John also was given a scroll to eat. Again, we don’t know what was written on the scroll
except that it was sealed with seven seals. Another clue! What John was eating was the 7-Square, the
numbers which set forth the events and the mysteries concerning the Time of the End (49). How do
we eat a scroll? Is this not a figure of speech that means to meditate upon the scroll, to digest it?
Now another objection arises: ‘You dummy! It says the scroll was written on both sides: it was an
inscription of Hebrew letters on the scroll not a matrix of numbers!’ We agree! It was a writing filled
with Hebrew letters. But what do Hebrew letters signify? Numbers!
So we can definitively say that the scrolls of Ezekiel and of John were square or rectangular and filled
with numbers! The contents of the scrolls are not revealed in Scripture, it is a mystery. So, we can
definitively say the scrolls were filled with mysterious numbers! That is what the 11-square is:
numbers arranged according to a mystery (11) of mysteries (11).
Behold, I will show you a mystery! The 7-Square is contained within the 11-Square. So, John and
Ezekiel were eating the same scroll! The scroll is the touchstone of all prophecy. The 11-Square is the
food of the Watchman.

Source: jdshankles.wordpress.com
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THE 11-SQUARE
The ’11-square’ is a matrix with numbers from 1 to 121 arranged in order starting top-right and ending
in the bottom-left (that is positioned as a Hebrew would write them):
11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

33

32

31

30

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

44

43

42

41

40

39

38

37

36

35

34

55

54

53

52

51

50

49

48

47

46

45

66

65

64

63

62

61

60

59

58

57

56

77

76

75

74

73

72

71

70

69

68

67

88

87

86

85

84

83

82

81

80

79

78

99

98

97

96

95

94

93

92

91

90

89

110

109

108

107

106

105

104

103

102

101

100

121

120

119

118

117

116

115

114

113

112

111

From the colors we see the 9, 7, 5, and the 3-Squares are all nested within the 11-Square.
Can you see the pattern of a pyramid? The Messiah is the capstone of the pyramid, the chief stone.
Although it is in the center, it is a corner. This is only possible if it is at the top of a pyramid:
“Therefore thus saith the Lord GOD, Behold, I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried stone, a
precious corner stone, a sure foundation: he that believeth shall not make haste.” (Isaiah 28:16)
“The stone which the builders rejected is become the head of the corner” (Mark 12:10)
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FIRST READING
What does the 11-Square mean? Let’s read it. Look at the 4 corners of the 11-Square: 1, 11, 111, 121.
What does it mean? According to the spiritual meaning of numbers it means:
THE BEGINNING (1) <of> THE MYSTERY (11) <is> FEAR OF THE LORD (111): WATCHMAN (121)
What does that tell us? It says we cannot understand the Mystery of the 11-Square, we cannot be a
Watchman, unless we possess the Fear of the Lord. In other words, the interpretation of the numbers
in the 11-Square is only digestible food for the man who fears the LORD.
Who is this LORD that should be feared? What does the 11-Square say?
Power is possessed by the one at the center of power. The LORD is the center of the 11-Square:
number 61. The spiritual meaning of 61 is MESSIAH.
This narrows it down considerably! The only people on earth to whom the prophetic mystery has been
revealed or will be revealed are those who believe the Messiah, the King of the Jews is the one who
possesses all power – who is to be feared. Before the Cross that would include people of faith from
the line of the patriarchs down through Moses and David and the prophets to New Testament times.
After the Cross, the people to whom the mystery is revealed are the called and chosen of the Kingdom
of God: the ones who accept Jesus Christ is the King of the Jews. My friend, if you are in that category
you can read the 11-Square too. After the rapture of Christians, God will appoint other prophets who
fear him to speak during Daniel’s 70th week. And so on.
The angel said to John: ‘Worship God: for the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy’ (Rev. 19:10).
Every prophecy that has been uttered through inspiration of the Holy Spirit to a saint meditating on the
scroll is spoken for the glory of God. The Messiah is at the center of the 11-Square, and he is at the
center of all spiritual squares of all dimensions. He is the one who knows the end from the beginning,
who raises kings and puts them down, who holds the earth and all living beings in the palm of his hand.
Prophecy starts with worship, with exalting Jesus. To read the 11-Square is not a mathematical
exercise, it is a Holy Spirit guided exercise. The one who meditates on Bible numbers has a promise:
‘He who has an ear [spiritually reborn man] let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To him
who overcomes I will give of the hidden manna [number meanings in Bible]. I will also give him a white
stone with a new name written on it [fresh revelation – fresh prophecy]’ (Rev. 2:17)
The Hebrew word ‘Mana’ was the white bread the Israelites ate in the desert. The Hebrew word
‘Manah’ means ‘number’! The ‘h’ in Manah means Grace. By God’s Grace, those saved by Grace can
understand the spiritual meaning of numbers in the Bible and in the 11-Square.
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THE GARDEN OF EDEN
As a demonstration we will show how the entire story of the Garden of Eden exists within the 11Square. Along the way you will learn principles for interpretation of numbers within the scroll.
It turns out the story of the Garden of Eden exists within the 5-Square of the scroll. The story begins
with the LORD and Adam in the Garden before Eve:
ADAM:

LORD:

41

40

39

38

37

52

51

50

49

48

63

62

61

60

59

74

73

72

71

70

85

84

83

82

81

KINGDOM
OF BEASTS

The Bible says “in the middle of the Garden
were the Tree of Life and the Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil” (Gen. 2:9).
Behold, that is where we find it: the five yellow
blocks are the Tree of Life. The spiritual
number 5 means ‘Life’ so we know the Tree of
Life must be made of 5 blocks.
The Tree of Life separates the 5-Square into
four quadrants: (1st) The LORD (2nd) Adam (3rd)
Angels and (4th) Beasts of the Earth. The LORD
rules over the Kingdom of Angels and Adam
rules over the Kingdom of Beasts. When a
block is above another block it dominates or
rules it. Same principle is true for quadrants of
blocks.

KINGDOM
OF ANGELS

Let’s read the spiritual numbers in each section of the Garden of Eden square in the scroll:
First, let’s look at the Tree of Life. There are five numbers and the message of the Tree of Life is:
PURE (50) EARTHLY KING (60) MESSIAH (61) <has> TWO FAMILIES (62) NEW MAN and OLD MAN (72)
The message of the Tree of Life is Jesus is LORD of HEAVEN (born-again man) and EARTH (carnal man)!
Second, let’s look at the four stones marking the boundary of the Tree of Life:
(1st) FORBIDDEN FRUIT (39): The number 39 = 13 x 3 which means ‘Rebellion (13) to God (3)’
(2nd) RICH OPPRESSOR (59): If you sin, you will be a slave to sin, powerless to regain freedom
(3rd) GOD’S WRATH (63): If you sin, you will die
(4th) NATION HATES GOD (83): If you sin, all the ones after you, your offspring, will sin just like you
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The sum of the stones in the Tree of Life is 305 which means ‘Life’ (5) of ‘Messiah’(61) {305=5x61}.
Whoever eats from the Tree of Life enjoys Eternal Life! Whoever eats from the Tree of Life will live as
Jesus lived while they are on the earth (1 Peter 4:2)
The sum of the stones in the Forbidden Fruit is 244, which means ‘Break Apart’ (2) of ‘City of Peace’
(122). The harmony, balance, beauty, and peace of the people, the beasts, the LORD, and the angels
who enjoy the Garden of Eden will be broken by eating the Forbidden Fruit.
Now let’s look at the four quadrants in the four corners of the scroll:
(1st) LORD: Chosen Servant (37): The Lion (38)! <has> Father’s Blessing (48) and Father’s Love (49)
(2nd) ADAM: A Test of Faith (40)! A Rule for Man (41)! <brings> Praise (51) and Witness of Gospel 52)
(3rd) ANGELS: Elders (70) Judge (71) Holy Angels (81) <before> Throne of God (82)
(4th) BEASTS: World Rule (73) <of> Beasts (74); Court of Lord (84) and Communion (85)
The interpretation of the spiritual number messages:
(1st) The LORD is in the 1st corner, as Hebrews would read. The 1st corner is the quadrant of power;
(2nd) The rule for Adam is ‘Don’t Eat the Forbidden Fruit (39) or you will die’; Obedience glorifies God;
(3rd) ‘Elders judge holy angels’ suggests angels are organized in a hierarchy; One over the other;
(4th) 73 means ‘Babylon’ but what it means is world rule. We see Adam’s special connection to the
animals: They ate together (communion). The numbers tell us Adam ruled them in the fashion of a
Court, that is not arbitrarily but according to legal principles.
More information in the spiritual numbers of the four quadrants is contained in the sums of the blocks:
(1st) LORD: Sum of four blocks = ‘Blood Enemy’ (172)
(2nd) ADAM: Sum of four blocks = ‘Believer’s Sleep’ (184)
(3rd) ANGELS: Sum of four blocks = ‘Pagan Altar’ (304)
(4th) BEASTS: Sum of four blocks = ‘People Rejoice’ (316)
Interpretation of the spiritual numbers messages:
(1st) The LORD has an enemy, who has access to the Garden from the East who is Satan: Rich Oppressor
(2nd) God puts Adam to sleep to create Eve, we will discuss this in the next section
(3rd) When the LORD looks down at the Angels through Satan (#59), i.e. him ruling them (in the position
above them) he sees the hated Pagan Altar. (Note, this doesn’t happen until the fruit is eaten)
(4th) Animals are blessed from living in the Garden of Eden – it is the ideal life for them
(Note on the spiritual number: ‘People Rejoice’ (316). The author has kept sheep for many years.
After a while such a bond develops we name the sheep, we know the sheep. We begin to think of
them and love them as if they are people. It pleases the shepherd (Adam) to see his sheep content)
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Eating the Forbidden Fruit:
The Forbidden Fruit is ‘Rebellion to God’ – it promises freedom, but it leads to slavery. Sin is like being
wrapped in heavy bags of sand. The force of gravity weighs the bags down. When Adam and Eve
sinned they found themselves dragged down by a spiritual weight. Sin is pulled down by the force of
evil. Evil has a ruler, and the ruler is Satan. There is no freedom in rejecting God. He who rejects God
simply transfers authority to another ruler, who is the slave driver, the Rich Oppressor, Satan.
ADAM AND EVE
We will now place our attention on the 2nd quadrant of the Garden of Eden. The Bible says:
“The LORD God said ‘It is not good for the man to be alone. I will make a helper suitable for him… So
the LORD God caused the man to fall into a deep sleep; and while he was sleeping, he took one of the
man’s ribs and closed the place with flesh. Then God made a woman from the rib he had taken out of
the man and he brought her to the man.” (Genesis 2:18 and 21-22)
“Adam named his wife Eve because she would become the mother of all the living.” (Gen. 3:20)
Let’s look at the scroll and see if we can find Eve. Look, there she is – taken out of Adam’s side:

ADAM:

ADAM:

EVE:

41

40

41

40

52

51

52

51

Why would the Spiritual Number for Eve be 40? Any husband will tell you have a wife can be a
blessing, but it can also be a ‘Trial of Testing’ (40)! But this is not the primary meaning in the context.
EVE: ‘Mother of all the living’ = ‘LIFE’ (5) <to> ‘NEW MAN’ (8) = ‘LIFE’ (5) <to> ‘CHILDREN’ (8) [40=5x8]
We immediately see something a little disturbing. Eve was created to be Adam’s helper – but look: the
stone of Eve is in the 1st quadrant, the position of power! The figure for Adam has become a chair that
Eve is sitting on! And on this chair or throne Eve is facing East in the direction of God, not Adam!
Without Eve: the spiritual number of Adam is 184 ‘Believer’s Sleep’, indicating rest and peace.
With Eve: the spiritual number of Adam (three blocks in shape of a chair) is 144 ‘Liar Satan’! No peace.
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When Eve submits to Adam’s authority, she disappears. She becomes ‘one-flesh’ with Adam. There is
rest and peace in the home. This is the way God intended the relationship to be conducted:
“For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and they will become
one flesh.” (Genesis 2:25)
How can there be unity in the marriage? There must be one flesh. Eve must disappear and Adam must
be the one seen to the world. Just as Adam gently and justly ruled the animals in the garden, now he
must tenderly lead his ewe lamb Eve. The trick is she must submit to his leadership for this to work.
The spiritual numbers tell us this is not what happened in the Garden. Eve came to the front, to the
position of the 1st quadrant: she took power over Adam. There was strife in the relationship, ‘Liar
Satan’, until Adam submitted and stood meekly at Eve’s side. This is the first step towards eating the
Forbidden Fruit.
This interpretation of the spiritual numbers in the scroll agrees with the Scriptures. God spoke:
“To Adam he said ‘Because you listened to your wife and ate from the tree…” (Gen 3:17)
Adam should not have allowed Eve to take dominance in the spiritual part of the relationship. He
should not have listened to her, submitted to her interpretation of spiritual things.
“To the woman he said ‘I will greatly increase your pains [40] in childbearing [40]; with pain you will
give birth to children. Your desire will be for your husband but he will rule over you’” (Gen 3:16)
Eve had become a pain to Adam. Such a pain that Adam felt his only choice was to submit to her to
escape the torment. Now, to the woman God said: you have produced pain for your husband, now it is
your turn to be in pain. To remind her exactly of what she was being punished for, he spelled out to
her that her duty was to give the leadership in the family to the husband.
Do you think this is merely an Old Testament teaching, not for the modern Christian woman today?
Listen to the Bible:
“A woman should learn in quietness and full submission. I do not permit a woman to teach or have
authority over man: she must be silent. For Adam was formed first then Eve. And Adam was not the
one deceived; it was the woman who was deceived and became a sinner. But woman will be kept safe
through childbirth if they continue in faith, love, and holiness with propriety.” (1 Timothy 2:11-15)
The relationship of the woman to the man has been at center of the spiritual conflict between God and
Satan since the beginning of time! It is just as important today as it has ever been for a woman to
submit to her husband. Nothing that has ever happened since the Garden of Eden has cancelled the
commandment of God to Eve in the garden!
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TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL
With Adam firmly under the control of Eve, we now find the couple visiting the other tree in the
Garden of Eden, the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil:
ADAM:
41

EVE:
40

FRUIT:
39

SNAKE:
38

LORD:
37

52

51

50

49

48

63

62

61

60

59

74

73

72

71

70

85
NATURE:

84

83

82

81
ANGELS:

In this dark corner of the Garden the LORD, Adam,
the Angels, and Nature are reduced to their
minimum size. Their influence on this affair is nil.
Once again, in the middle of the Garden [the scroll
too] we find the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and
Evil. This tree is bigger: it has 10 stones. Amazingly,
the Tree of Knowledge is actually the Law of God:
which is perfect. Satan tells Eve must swallow the
Forbidden Fruit to get blessings from the tree. As
we see the Forbidden Fruit is not part of the Tree, it
is the deception of Satan dangled in the Tree. Satan
is subtle! His lie is adding a rule to the Law of God!
The Snake has increased to maximum size! And the
Snake is not found in the Tree of Knowledge but he
surrounds the Tree of Knowledge. He is keeping Eve
from seeing the consequences of sin!

The sums of the stones belonging to each of the participants in this scene:
EVE: ‘Testing’ (40) – Eve is being tested: will she obey God or believe Satan?
FRUIT: ‘Rebellion (13) is Truth (3)’ ~ This is the lie: it is better to fight God than bow to him [39=13x3]
SNAKE: ‘Testimony (10) to Depart From The Faith (57)’ ~ Exactly Satan’s words! [570=10x57]
SNAKE+FRUIT: ‘Truth (3) of Strong Enemy (203)’ ~ Satan is Eve’s enemy: She can’t see it [609=3x203]
SNAKE+FRUIT+EVE: ‘Darkness (11) of Rich Oppressor (59) ~ When Eve eats: she is a slave [649=11x59]
LORD+ADAM+ANGELS+NATURE: ‘City of Peace (122) is Broken Apart (2)’ ~ The sin of Eve has
immediate consequences: the Garden of Eden, the City of Peace is no more. Adam and Eve will be cast
out, the earth will be cursed, and the LORD and the ANGELS can do nothing to stop it because for this
moment in time Satan possesses the center. [244=122x2]
TREE: ‘Message (4) of Fear of Death (158)’. When Satan is cursed he falls to the ground with the result
that the Tree of Knowledge is exposed for all to see. The Law condemns sin! The wages of sin is death!
Not only Satan falls to the ground, but Adam (and Eve) too: “By the sweat of your brow you will eat
your food until you return to the ground, since from it you were taken; for dust you are, and to dust
you will return.” (Genesis 3:19) [632=4x158)
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THE JUDGEMENT FOR SIN
The situation in the Garden has changed. The snake has fallen to the ground, and is curled up behind
the Law, specifically behind Nations That Hate God (83), and Adam and Eve are hiding in the trees,
behind Nature (85).
The Law of God is now unveiled and in full effect on planet earth. The Court of the Lord (84) is in
session presided over by the Throne of God (82) upon which is seated the LORD. The Angels (81) are
present, serving as witnesses. All these people and events are taking place on earth – notice that 81,
82, 83, 84, and 85 are all on the bottom row of the 5-Square.

41

52

63

74

85
NATURE

40

51

62

73

84

39

50

61

72

83

38

49

60

71

82

37

48

59

70

81

COURT
LAW
THRONE ANGELIC
OF GOD OF GOD OF GOD WITNESS
{hiding}
{hiding} {sitting}
ADAM &
SNAKE
LORD
EVE

The LORD announces his accusation of sin against
the Snake, Eve, and Adam.
The sum of the light blue stones touching the Law is
727 which is the 129th prime. The number 129
means ‘Accusation’!
The Angels are in a corner watching. They have no
part in the proceedings except to witness it.
Adam and Eve are hiding in the trees, naked. Their
nakedness testifies against them. They have no
defense.
Satan hides behind the law. He is a lawyer! And he
is an eternal spirit. The Law judges the flesh, and he
is not flesh. So, the Law cannot judge Satan.
But God is the Lord of Heaven and Earth. He passes
judgment on Satan according to His holiness, which
is a higher law than the Law of Moses.

We see an important truth in this revelation that is often missed. There are not two Laws of God, one
for the Israelites and another for everyone else. There is only one Law of God, the Law of Moses, and
that is the law that judges all souls. At the resurrection of the Great White Throne judgment every
human that has ever lived, excluding those who were already resurrected under Grace, will stand
before God and have their lives judged by the Law of God. All will be convicted of sin, because all have
been born of Adam, who sinned. Like Adam they are sinners. Like Adam they will be judged. There is
no excuse for sin. “Eve gave to me” won’t get you off the hook.
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JUDGMENT OF ADAM
The picture and the sum of the spiritual numbers in the stones tell us the story.
The sum of the stones in the Law and the Accusation, which is the whole 5-Square not including the
Angels (81) and Nature (85) is 1,359 = 9 x 151, which means ‘Judgment (9) of Man’s Possessions (151)’.
Based on the picture, what possessions was Adam left with? His block was Nature (85). He possessed
nothing in the skies, no spiritual blessing. His block is in the far left corner, it sits on top of no other
blocks: the kingdom of Adam rules over nothing. His identity as Earthly King (60) is stripped away.
Adam is left only with the earth that he came from:
“From dust you are, and to dust you will return” (Genesis 3:19)
The judgment goes farther than that. If you look at the stones you will see the stone God’s Wrath (63)
or Curse (63) sits on top of the Beasts (74) which sit on top of Nature (85) and hiding within Nature (85)
are Adam and Eve. All these are now Under the Curse (85).
Regarding the earth God says:
“Cursed is the ground because of you, through painful toil you will eat of it all the days of your life.
It will produce thorns and thistles for you and you will eat the plants of the field.
By the sweat of your brow you will eat your food until you return to the ground.” (Genesis 3:17-18)
God says Adam will eat the plants of the field. What did Adam eat in the Garden? He ate the Mana,
the food of angels. That food would sustain Adam’s life so he was free from disease and permit him to
live hundreds, maybe thousands of years. Now Adam would eat the plants of the field so it follows
automatically that Adam’s life span would be shortened.
JUDGMENT OF SATAN
What did Satan do wrong? He stole Eve from Adam. He spoke untruths about God to her. He hid the
consequences of sin, judgment under the Law, from Eve’s eyes. He may have even had a part in
enticing Eve to throw aside the yoke of Adam and rebel from his authority over her. Eve belonged to
Adam, but Satan stole her heart away and made her his own follower. She adored Satan and believed
him to be an angel of light sent from God, one who blesses his devotees with knowledge “able to make
you wise”, with glorious delights “pleasing to the eye”, and spiritual words “good for food”. Eve
became the first sucker for religion, Satan’s imitation of a spiritual relationship with God. Adam had a
face to face relationship with God – that is the true spirituality. Eve never had that.
Eve was Satan possessed. When Eve ate the fruit, Satan entered Eve. When Eve was cast to the
ground, Satan had to descend with her: “You will crawl on your belly and you will eat dust.” (Gen.3:14)
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PROPHECY OF THE MESSIAH
We will now present to you the most amazing set of truths contained within the 5-Square of the scroll.
Prepare yourself to be amazed. If this does not persuade you the 11-Square is the scroll which the
prophets ate, from Moses to the apostle John, nothing else will convince you.
This presentation concerns things which will occur in the future, not in the Garden. Therefore the
persons and the events which are spoken of are different than in the Garden. In particular, we
discover the Virgin Mary, the Messiah Jesus, the Elders of Israel, and the Angels who serve the Elders
of Israel, and Satan who has elevated himself to the position of God of this World.
VIRGIN
MARY
{BIRTHS} ISRAEL
LOWLY REJECTS
MESSIAH MESSIAH
MESSIAH TESTED

41

40

39

38

37

MESSIAH IS
RISEN

MESSIAH VINDICATED

52

51

50

49

48

FROM THE
DEAD

JERUSALEM CURSED!

63

62

61

60

59

SATAN: GOD OF
ISRAEL

WORLD RULE OF THE
BEAST

74

73

72

71

70

ELDERS OF
ISRAEL

NO PLACE FOR
JUSTICE OR HOLY
COMMUNION

85

84

83

82

81

ANGELS OF
ISRAEL

SATAN:
GOD OF
THIS
WORLD

Before we go into all the depths of this mystery, we will identify the groups of stones. The green
stones are the Messiah. The red stones are Satan. The blue stones are Israel. The yellow stones are
the prophetic truths. The purple stones signify the Virgin Mary, the holy woman of God.
This prophetic event is the first coming of the Messiah, his birth, holy life, his death and resurrection.
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THE SEED OF THE WOMAN
These are the words of God to the Snake in the Garden:
“And I will put enmity between you and the Woman;
and between your seed and her Seed;
he will crush your head, and you will strike his heel.” (Genesis 3:15)
Eve ate the Forbidden Fruit (39). In the 5-Square, the Virgin Mary covers the Forbidden Fruit (39),
meaning she overcame that temptation. In contrast to Eve whose desire was to rule and to dominate,
the Virgin Mary submitted herself completely to God, even offering her body for his service, and took
her proper place as a servant:
“’I am the LORD’s servant’ Mary answered, ‘May it be to me as you have said’” (Luke 1:38)
The sum of the stones of the Virgin Mary is 89 ‘Son of David’. No, the Virgin Mary was not the son of
David, but she was descended from the line of David (Matthew 1). This is the key qualification to be
the mother of the Messiah.
There are no stones above the Virgin Mary in the 5-Square. What does this mean? It means that
which was born of the Woman was conceived invisibly. This is how we know she was a virgin and the
Messiah would be born of a virgin. It also suggests that Jesus had no progenitor: that he was
incarnated not created. In other words, he set aside his divine attributes to become a man under
authority (Philippians 2:6-7). When the time had come Christ was born of a virgin in the Holy Land.
The Lowly Messiah appears as the two green stones beneath the Virgin Mary. The sum of the stones of
the Lowly Messiah is 133 ‘Brotherly Love’. Isn’t Brotherly Love (133) a picture of Jesus? Full of love and
good will toward men. The angels sang at Jesus’ birth:
“Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace to men on whom his favor rests” (Luke 2:13)
The Messiah is pictured beneath the Virgin Mary in the 5-Square. Does this mean Mary had some rule
or authority over the Messiah? No, because even Mary declared she was a sinner, and Jesus was her
Savior (Luke 1:47). The Scripture say concerning Mary:
“The Holy Spirit will come upon you and the power of the Most High will overshadow you.” (Luke 1:35)
The Holy Spirit appears invisibly in the 5-Square ‘over shadowing’ Mary. Mary had no authority over
Jesus, but Jesus walked in the power of the Holy Spirit! The invisible Father in Heaven spoke to the
Holy Spirit who spoke to Jesus. Therefore Jesus could say:
“I do exactly what my Father has commanded me.” (John 14:31)
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The LORD predicted in the Garden that there would be enmity between Satan and the Woman and
between Satan’s seed and the Seed of the Woman. Where do we see this?
The enmity between Christ and Satan is pictured for us in the center column of stones. The sum of the
stones for the Virgin Mary (89), Lowly Jesus (133) and Satan (83) is 222, which means: ‘Break Apart’ (2)
‘Fear of the Lord’ (111). Satan did everything he could possibly do to tempt Jesus to sin, to blind the
eyes of those who might believe in him, even going so far as to incite the religious leaders to denounce
Jesus and call for his execution. But he did not succeed, and that is why he is at the bottom of the pile
of stones and the Messiah (61) is the center stone of the 5-Square above him!
The stone that is directly above Satan (83) is Division of Exalting Man (72=2x36). In our physical
construction, does not the skeleton of an erect man pivot upon the heel? Does not the heel divide the
vertical part of man (erect body) from the horizontal part (foot)? The stone Heel (72) is at the bottom
of the Lowly Jesus (133). This is the place Satan strikes, when we at our weakest, our lowest point:
“He will crush your head, and you will strike his heel (72)” (Genesis 3:15)
Before, we press on we would comment that the battle between Satan and Christ continues on today
between Christians (133) and the People That Hate God (83). Who is the mother of Christians? It is
the same Holy Spirit that filled Jesus, who empowered him and revealed truth in his inmost being.
Who is Mary? She is not the Virgin Mary in heaven as those confused about these matters would
suppose. Our Mary is the ‘Jerusalem that is above’ - she is our mother (Galatians 4:26).
BEHOLD MESSIAH HAS COME
While the birth of Christ (89) and the life of the Lowly Messiah (133) has played out on the earth, who
has been watching all these events and pondering what they mean? It is Israel – the five stones in the
blue column right beside the center column. The number 5 means ‘Grace’ or God’s unmerited favor.
Israel is the first nation in the world that Messiah revealed himself. What an honor!
Look at the sum of the spiritual numbers in those five blue stones, 300 ‘God Appears’!
It is a terrible pun to say so, but none of these things happened in a corner! The magnificent life of
Jesus from his miraculous birth and choir of angels, to his healing of the blind and the palsied, to his
good confession before Pilate, to his crucifixion were all public events attended by witnesses from the
Jewish race.
If Israel had accepted Jesus, the Kingdom of God would have come and the column of five stones
would have been the wife of Messiah! She would have stood as a faithful witness to the truth and
proclaimed to the world: Messiah has come! Israel would have entered into 5: into Life (5).
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But, in spite of the fact there were many Israelites who saw Jesus’ miracles and believed he was the
long promised Messiah, two important groups did not: the Elders (70) and the Angels (81), who in this
scene represent the Pharisees (81). The Elders (70) and their Agents (81) turned their backs on the
Lowly Jesus (133). From the pile of stones in the 5-Square we can see the 5 upright stones form the
back of a chair, and the front of the chair (Elders and Agents) is facing away from the Lowly Jesus (133)!
When the two stones of the Elders (70) and Pharisees (81) are added to the five stones of Israel, the
total is seven stones. The number 7 means ‘The End’. The rejection of the Lowly Jesus (133) meant
that ‘The Time’ (7) for Israel to occupy the Holy Land was at ‘The End’.
The sum of the stones:
ISRAEL (5 stones): 300 ‘God Appears’!
ELDERS+PHARISEES (2 stones): 151 ‘Man’s Possession’
ISRAEL+ELDERS+AGENTS (7 stones): 451 ‘Man’s Rules in Darkness’ (451=41x11)
The interpretation of the messages:
The Elders and Pharisees rejected Messiah because they saw Israel as their possession, not God’s.
They did not want the Kingdom of God to come, for Jesus Christ to be their ruler on earth. They
wanted to keep Israel as their own private kingdom over which they retained authority to make rules.
The Elders imposed their will according to secret councils which in which they examined Jesus at night.
Their rules were man’s rules not God’s rules. The prophets and the scroll testified of Jesus. Like the
original sin in the Garden, they added their own rules and by so doing negated the word of the LORD.
Something else amazing happened when Christ was rejected. Satan appears as the God of Israel.
Nature abhors a vacuum, and when the Holy Spirit departed from the Temple and the veil was rent in
two from top to bottom at the very hour Christ died on the Cross, Satan entered into the community of
Israel as their ruling spirit.
We see this dramatically when the Rich Oppressor (59), the red stone, appears seated upon the chair
comprised of Israel (300), the Elders (70), and the Pharisees (81).
Just as when Eve ate the Forbidden Fruit (Rebellion to God) and Satan entered into her, Satan entered
into Israel when she rejected the Lowly Jesus (133) sent to her.
SATAN+ ELDERS+AGENTS (3 stones): 210 ‘Testimony (10) of Lawlessness (21)’
SATAN+ISRAEL+ELDERS+AGENTS (8 stones): 510 ‘Life (5) of Destitute and Abandoned (102)’
The interpretation: rejecting Christ was in violation of the Law and the Prophets (210). The result of
this great sin was that Jews were ejected from the Holy Land and became wanderers on the earth.
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MESSIAH RISES FROM THE DEAD
Everyone knows what happens in the story: Lowly Jesus (133) is betrayed by the one who dips his hand
in the same dish, put on trial at night before the Elders of Israel, condemned for claiming to be the Son
of God, and then Christ is crucified by the Romans. The disciples of the Lord flee in terror and hide in
their homes for fear of the Jews.
And then on the third day, Christ is Risen! He appears in the top right quadrant of the 5-Square, the
privileged place of power and authority, as the two green squares: ‘Chosen Servant’ (37) ‘Blessed of
the Father’ (48). The sum of the two stones is 85 ‘Lord’s Supper’. The Lord’s Supper is composed of
the bread and the wine, the same emblems of Melchizedek. Christ now occupies the high priestly
ministry of the covenant of Melchizedek, which means Lord of Righteousness. Melchizedek was the
King of Salem. So Christ becomes the King of Peace.
See how the prophecy of God in the Garden is fulfilled:
“I will put enmity between you and the woman and between your seed and her Seed: he will crush
your head and you will strike his heel.” (Genesis 3:15)
The two green stones in the top right hand corner are poised to fall upon the red stone who sits upon
the two blue stones beneath him. In the last days, The Risen Christ will come down from heaven and
crush the anti-Christ, the Rich Oppressor, who is married to Israel, represented by the two blue squares
underneath him.
THE CHURCH IS BORN
Israel, the five stones in the second column, disappears. She is ejected from the Holy Land and
scattered as restless wanderers upon the earth. In the place of Israel, whom the Lowly Jesus came to
woo but was rejected, the Bride of Christ appears!
Who is the bride of Christ? All to whom: ‘God Appears’ (300)! Everyone who sees the Lowly Jesus
dying on the Cross and morns this unjust death as if they lost their only son: to them God appears. We
can view the 5 blue stones as the mother of Jesus witnessing his death on the Cross and imagine how
‘the sword pierced her heart also’. But when we see the death of Jesus as the payment for our own
sins, then just as Mary saw him as her Savior, we too are saved.
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CONCLUSION OF THE MATTER
Are you convinced yet? Is not the 11-square the veritable scroll which the prophets of old ate,
meaning meditated upon?
We will share one more mystery with you, dear reader. In hopes you will see the great treasure of holy
truth that is etched upon this scroll.
Ezekiel was well aware of the holy origins of the scroll, and though whose hands it passed to reach him.
Listen to his words, speaking to the ruler of Tyre who was not the King of Tyre but the spirit behind the
throne, none other than Lucifer himself:
“You were the model of perfection, full of wisdom and perfect in beauty,
You were in Eden, the Garden of God; every precious stone adorned you; …
You were on the holy mount of God; you walked among the fiery stones; …
You were filled with violence, and you sinned.
So I drove you in disgrace from the mount of God and I expelled you
from among the fiery stones… I threw you to the earth.” (Ezekiel 28)
At one time the perfect wisdom of God was in the hands of the highest angel, the guardian cherub of
God’s wisdom, ordained to walk among the fiery stones [the scroll].
But Lucifer sinned and was cast down to earth. What Ezekiel is saying here is when Satan fell he was
cast out from among the spiritual fiery stones, and given a heart of stone from the earth.
In other words, when Lucifer fell – he forgot all the wisdom of God. His mind became merely earthly in
perspective. The fiery stones, the scroll, told of the coming of the Messiah to crush his head. But
Lucifer would not believe it. ‘His tongue licked the dirt’ – his heart and mind were filled with dirt – he
had no other food – he could not see or hear any spiritual truth from God.
What Lucifer lost, the wisdom of God, was preserved and passed down to the saints of all generations
who fear the LORD. Dear reader, the mystery of the scroll has passed down to you! Treasure it above
all the precious stones that can be named. Like the touchstone of all prophecy that it is, may it lead
you all truth, to the glory of God the Father, and God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit! Amen!
And if you can believe it, the Garden of Eden is not the only story, or prophecy contained in the scroll.
The whole revelation of John is in the scroll. All prophecy that has ever been uttered is in the scroll.
Meditate upon it. Allow God to show you precious truths through it as we have just demonstrated. Do
not forsake the Scriptures, the stars, or any other medium of God’s revelation. It is all manah for you.
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APPENDIX: MEANINGS OF SPIRITUAL NUMBERS
THEME 1 - AUTHORITY, SIN, JUDGMENT
1 UNITY: Beginning
2 DIVISION: Divide, Break Apart, Witness
3 DIVINE THINGS: GOD, Spirit, Truth, Strength,
Binding
4 MATERIAL THINGS: Measure, Message, Motion
5 LIVING THINGS: Life, Weakness, Grace
7 SPIRITUAL THINGS: The End, Time, Fulness
10 TESTIMONY: Law, Account
12 GOVERNMENT: Ruler (s)
6 MAN: Conscience
WITHOUT GOD MAN SPIRALS DOWN...
6 MAN: Fallen, Sinner
11 MYSTERY: Hiding, Fear, Darkness
13 REBELLION: Anger
18 BONDAGE: Depression
21 LAWLESSNESS Injustice
23 DEATH: Punishment
THEME 2 - THE GLORIOUS CHRIST
8 HOLY MAN / NEW MAN : Believer
9 JUDGMENT: Spirit of Truth
14 RIGHTEOUS: Authority
15 PEACE: Covenant
16 SACRIFICE: Obedience
17 VICTORY
19 FAITH
20 REDEMPTION: Distress, Wisdom
22 LIGHT

39 DISEASE: Adultery
40 SEVERE TEST
41 MAN'S RULE(S)
THEME 4 - CROSS OF CHRIST
33 SCATTERED REMNANT
35 SUFFERING SERVANT: Hope
37 CHOSEN SERVANT
WHO WAS RESPONSIBLE...
42 EVIL MAN
43 HUMILIATION
44 MURDERERS: Secret World
THEME 5 - WORK OF GRACE
45 PRESERVED LIFE
46 RECONSTRUCTED LIFE: Resurrection
47 HUMILITY: Abasement; Submission
48 FATHER'S BLESSING
49 FATHER'S LOVE: The Time of The End
50 PURIFICATION: Persecution
51 PRAISE
52 GOSPEL WORK
53 FAITHFUL WITNESS
PROCESS OF GOING ASTRAY...
54 FALSE TEACHING
55 RESIST TRUTH
56 HARD HEART
57 DEPART THE FAITH
58 WORLDLY LIFE
59 RICH OPPRESSOR

VAIN RELIGION SETS US BACK...
34 MAN'S RELIGION: Money
36 EXALTING MAN
38 BREAKING FAITH: Prostitute
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THEME 8 - RENEWAL OF CHURCH
88 RIGHTEOUS AFFLICTED
89 SON OF DAVID
90 RIGHTEOUS SIFTED
93 MIGHT OF GOD
95 VOICE OF GOD
96 NEW SONG TO GOD
99 SHEKINAH GLORY OF GOD
100 HOLY FLOCK OF GOD
103 NAME OF GOD: IMAGE OF GOD
OLD WINE SKINS WEAR OUT...
91 WICKED JUDGED
92 WICKED DESTROYED
94 PROUD HUMBLED
97 FIRE BURNS ENEMIES
98 RELIGIOUS LEADER BLIND
101 REBELLIOUS CAST OUT
102 DESTITUTE & ABANDONED
THEME 9 - AGE OF GRACE ENDS
105 STRENGTH IN SUFFERING
107 CRY OUT TO GOD IN DISTRESS
108 GOD ALONE CAN SAVE
109 DEFENDER OF THE POOR
110 DAY OF WRATH
111 FEAR OF THE LORD

www.biblenumbersforlife.com
116 PRAYER OF CONFESSION
118 JEWS FOLLOW JESUS
119 LOVE THE LAW
120 MAN OF PEACE
121 WATCHMAN
122 CITY OF PEACE
124 DEADLY TRAP ESCAPED
125 SURROUNDING PROTECTION
126 SAVED FROM WRATH
JEWS WHO DO NOT REPENT...
115 DEATHLY SILENCE
117 RELIGIOUS BUT UN-REDEEMED
123 SHOW NO MERCY
THEME 11 - MATTERS OF THE HEART
WORK OF THE SPIRIT:
127 SPIRITUAL SONS
128 BLESSED ONES
131 CHILDREN OF GOD
132 ANNOINTED
133 BROTHERLY LOVE
135 SPIRITUAL GIFTS
136 CLEAN HEART
141 TEACHABLE
145 COMPASSIONATE
WORK OF THE FLESH...

112 GENEROSITY TO THE POOR
113 RAPTURE OF CHRISTIANS
114 OLD COVENANT RESTORED

129 BACKBITING
130 ACCUSATION
134 COMPLAINING

SIGNS OF THE LAST DAYS...

137 QUARRELING
138 IMPATIENCE
139 SORCERY / CONTROLLING

104 CHURCH HAS NO WITNESS
106 CHRISTIANS SINFUL
THEME 10 - FIRST & LAST JEWISH BELIEVERS

140 CONTENTION
142 IMMORALITY
143 FACTIONS
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THE SPIRIT OF THE FLESH...
144 LIAR / SATAN
THEME 12 - CHURCH GOVERNMENT
GOD'S WAY...
146 FREE OF ALL BONDS
147 FATHER'S POSSESSION
148 ELECT OF GOD

165 PEACE AND SAFETY
167 MARK OF THE BEAST
168 MAN OF LAWLESSNESS
169 DEMON WORSHIP
170 GRAVEN IMAGE
171 OCCULT PRACTICES
THE BEAST FROM THE SEA...

149 DEFEND THE FAITH
152 AUTHORITY OF SCRIPTURE
153 TRIBE (of believers)

172 BLOOD ENEMY
173 GREAT BATTLE
174 INNOCENT DEATH

154 GOD IS JUDGE
155 HONOR RELATIVES
157 CHOSEN PEOPLE

175 ADULTERY
176 ILLEGITIMATE BIRTH
177 TRAMPLE POOR

MAN'S WAY...

180 SIN BRINGS CURSE
181 ALIEN RULER
182 WITNESSES OF GOD DESTROYED

150 CURSE ON EVIL SONS
151 MAN'S POSSESSIONS
158 MAN'S LEADERSHIP
THEME 13 - TWO WITNESSES
SAINTS ABOVE, TWO WITNESSES BELOW...
159 FAITHFUL CHURCH
160 SEPARATED CHURCH
161 PURIFIED CHURCH
163 WORD HID IN HEART
166 DETEST IDOL WORSHIP
178 TWO WITNESSES
179 POOR HAVE FAITH
183 DEADLY BLOW
184 BELIEVERS' SLEEP
BEAST FROM THE LAND...
158 FEAR OF DEATH
162 IDOL
164 APOSTATE RELIGION

THEME 14 - END TIMES HARVEST
186 NEW GLORY DAWNS
187 ASCENSION TO HEAVEN
188 GREAT FEAR OF GOD
189 SWEAR AN OATH
190 KINGDOM COMES
191 AWE OF GOD
192 JEWISH NATION BELIEVES
195 COVENANT RENEWED
196 GENTILE NATIONS
SAVED IF THEY SERVE
SATAN'S KINGDOM CRUMBLES...
185 CROOKED GENERATION
193 GREAT CITY FALLS
194 LOVE OF MONEY CURSED
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THEME 15 - FALSE PEACE (PACT WITH THE DEVIL)

THEME 17 - APOSTATE CHURCH

INTRODUCING THE DEVIL:

222 SON OF A HARLOT
223 HOT TEMPERED
224 COLD BLOODED

197 RED DRAGON: Leopard
198 PRINCE OF DARKNESS: Bear
200 MOUTH OF THE ROARING LION
THE DEVIL'S BARGAIN:
STAGE 1 - PROSTITUTION
201 PEACE PACT WITH DEVIL
202 PRINCIPLES COMPROMISED
203 ENEMY GROWS STRONGER
STAGE 2 - ADULTERY
204 LOSS OF HOLY LIFE
205 LOSS OF INHERITANCE
206 LOSS OF TRIBES

225 UNHOLY ALLIANCE
226 ENDLESS STRIFE
227 BLINDNESS TO BETRAYAL
228 PRIEST FOR HIRE
229 APOSTATE TRIBE
230 DISGRACEFUL ACTS
THEME 18 - APOSTASY JUDGED
231 GENOCIDE
232 REPULSIVE PEOPLE
234 TURN TO MAN FOR RESCUE

STAGE 3 - SEVERE TESTING

235 GROVELLING INDIGNITY
236 HIGH PRIEST ABANDONS FLOCK
238 LORD'S SACRIFICE SCORNED

207 LOSS OF SAFETY
208 LOSS OF FAITH
209 LOSS OF SPIRIT
210 LOSS OF LEADER
211 EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF

240 HOLY THINGS LOST
GLORY OF GOD DEPARTS
FLOCK SLAUGHTERED

THEME 16 - THE APOSTATE HEART
212 GOD'S COMMANDS FORSAKEN
213 GOD'S DEEDS FORGOTTEN
214 GOD'S WORSHIP INSINCERE

...THE LORD BEGINS A RENEWAL
233 BELIEVERS APPEAR IN HOLY LAND
237 GOD'S SPIRIT FILLS A NEW PRIEST
239 GOD'S SPIRIT FILLS A NEW PROPHET

215 COURAGE TO FIGHT GONE
216 BROTHERLY LOVE GONE
218 BROTHER KILLS BROTHER
219 PIERCED WITH THORNS
220 THIRST FOR VENGEANCE
221 GOD FORSAKES THEM
...AND THE RIGHTEOUS?
217 MEN OF FAITH IN HIDING
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THEME 19 - SAINTS EXALTED, WORLD NOT

THEME 21 - TESTIMONY SUBVERTED BY A KING

SAINTS PURIFIED & EXALTED:

HE WHO OVERCOMES:

241 SAINTS IN PRISON
242 SAINTS GO TO HEAVEN
243 SAINTS CROWNED

268 BLOOD OF SAINTS PRECIOUS
270 PEACEMAKER
274 EVERLASTING THRONE OF DAVID

FALSE MESSIAH:

KING HONORED, PEOPLE DISHONORED:

244 FALSE MESSIAH APPEARS
245 KILLS PROPHETS
246 FALSE MESSIAH RULES

266 INEQUITY IN THE FLOCK
267 MAN OF SORROWS
269 DAGGER IN BROTHER'S SIDE

247 TREATY WITH FALSE MESSIAH
248 DOOMED TO DIE
249 JOINED TO NATIONS THAT HATE GOD

271 RIVALS ASSASSINATED
272 KING LIVES IN LUXURY
273 KING'S BEHAVIOR UNDIGNIFIED

250 FORBIDDING WORD OF GOD
251 EVIL SPIRIT CONTROLS
252 EVIL SPIRIT TORMENTS

275 FAULTS OF KING COVERED
276 INHERITANCES RE-ALLOCATED TO FAVORITES

POWER BEHIND THE FALSE MESSIAH:

THEME 22 - NATION UNDER GOD BECOMES A SINFUL
KINGDOM

254 DEMON POSSESSION

RULERS BECOME CORRUPT:

THEME 20 - TESTIMONY DIVIDED BY RIVALS
HE WHO OVERCOMES:

277 MEN EMASCULATED
278 POOR OPPRESSED
279 WOMEN DEBAUCHED

253 SPIRITUAL BATTLE
260 LOVE YOUR ENEMIES
261 LOWLY SERVANT EXALTED

280 JUSTICE DELAYED
281 JUSTICE DENIED
282 CRY FOR JUSTICE

RIVALRY RAVAGES THE TESTIMONY:

283 KING REJECTED
284 ERROR IN JUDGMENT
285 TRAITOR HANGED

255 PROPHET SHAMEFULLY NAKED
256 FAMILY OF GOD SPLIT
257 WORSHIP IS AN ABOMINATION
258 DEATH TO CHRIST CONFESSORS!
259 BELIEVERS HUNTED DOWN
262 RIVALS REFUSE TO RECONCILE
263 REFUGEE IN FOREIGN LAND
264 SOULS IN GREAT DISTRESS
265 NO PLACE TO LAY YOUR HEAD
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THEME 23 - WARNING TO REPENT IS IGNORED

THEME 24 - NATION COLLAPSES

GOD IS ON THE THRONE IN HEAVEN:

AUTHORITY UNWRAVELS:

286 CONFESS YOUR SINS !
288 MAKE RESTITUTION !
289 GIVE GLORY TO GOD !

Number 305 AUTHORITY IS WEAK
Number 306 MONEY IS WORSHIPED
Number 307 PALACE ON FIRE

290 HOLY ONE OF ISRAEL
292 KING OF KINGS
293 ACCOUNTS SETTLED

Number 308 SPIRITUAL POVERTY
Number 311 FAMILY OF MERCHANTS
Number 312 CITIZENS DEFRAUDED

294 SPIRIT OF WISDOM
297 HOLY TEMPLE
300 GOD APPEARS

Number 313 LYING PROPHETS
Number 314 NO GOD IN ISRAEL
Number 315 WEEPING & MOURNING

WARNING IGNORED - JUDGMENT COMES:

UNDERNEATH IT ALL:

287 UNREPENTANT DIE
291 DEATHLY PLAGUES
295 HEAVY TAXES

Number 304 PAGAN ALTAR

296 PEOPLE TOIL
298 KING EXALTS HIMSELF
299 GOD IS HIDDEN AWAY

Number 309 GOOD CONFESSION
Number 310 KEEP THE FAITH
Number 316 PEOPLE REJOICE

ONLY A REMNANT IS SAVED:

301 KING PILES UP WEALTH
302 ADVERSARY RAISED UP
303 STRONG OPPONENT
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